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Applications of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in flexible and complementary

metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)-based electronic and energy devices

are impeded due to typically low CNT areal densities, growth temperatures

that are incompatible with device substrates, and challenges in large-area

alignment and interconnection. A scalable method for continuous fabri-

cation and transfer printing of dense horizontally aligned CNT (HA-CNT)

ribbon interconnects is presented. The process combines vertically aligned

CNT (VA-CNT) growth by thermal chemical vapor deposition, a novel

mechanical rolling process to transform the VA-CNTs to HA-CNTs, and

adhesion-controlled transfer printing without needing a carrier film. The

rolling force determines the HA-CNT packing fraction and the HA-CNTs

are processed by conventional lithography. An electrical resistivity of

2mV � cm is measured for ribbons having 800-nm thickness, while the

resistivity of copper is 100 times lower, a value that exceeds most CNT

assemblies made to date, and significant improvements can be made in CNT

structural quality. This rolling and printing process could be scaled to full

wafer areas and more complex architectures such as continuous CNT sheets

andmultidirectional patterns could be achieved by straightforward design of

the CNT growth process and/or multiple rolling and printing sequences.
1. Introduction

Owing to the outstanding properties[1,2] of individual

carbon nanotubes (CNTs), thin films of densely packed

horizontally aligned CNTs (HA-CNTs) could find applications

as electrical, mechanical, thermal, and multifunctional struc-

tures in microdevices. In particular, theoretical and experi-
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mental studies confirm that CNTs are resistant to electro-

migration at emerging complementary metal-oxide-

semiconductor (CMOS) linewidths,[3] have micrometer-scale

electron mean free paths,[4] and have a higher current carrying

capacity than Cu (109A cm�2).[5] Therefore, highly organized

CNTsmayeventually replaceCu inbothvertical andhorizontal

microelectronic interconnects.[6a] Owing to the outstanding

bending resilience of CNTs and the insensitivity of their

electrical resistance to mechanical deformation,[6b] high-

conductivity films are ideal for use in flexible and stretchable

electronics.

Three major challenges[3] must be met in scaling the

electrical properties of CNTs into assemblies, and to thereby

consider CNTs as a manufacturable interconnect technology:

i) metallic CNTsmust be densely packed in the desired vertical

or horizontal orientation; ii) processing conditions including

CNT growth must be compatible with CMOS processing over

wafer-scale areas; and iii) low-resistance ohmic contactmust be

made to all graphene shells (walls) of theCNTs. Further, as key

performance parameters (e.g., mean free path, number of
H & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 2467
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Figure 1. Previously published calculations of electrical conductivity

along continuous CNTs as related to the CNT packing fraction, compared

to previously measured electrical data for individual CNTs and CNT

networks. The packing fraction is defined as the as the ratio of the CNT

arealdensity (numberofCNTsper cm2) to thearealdensityofhexagonally

packed CNTs (modeled as cylinders) having the same outer diameter.

Solid and dashed X marks are MWCNT and SWCNT, respectively. We

assume that the conductivity of an aligned CNT network is linearly

proportional to the number of CNTsper unit cross-sectional area and that

the constant of proportionality is the conductivity of an individual CNT.[4,25]

Data point (i) is for the HA-CNT ribbons described in this study.
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conduction channels) depend on CNT length and diameter, an

ideal manufacturing process would facilitate tuning of CNT

diameter as well as build interconnects from continuous

parallel CNTs. Growth of vertically aligned CNT (VA-CNT)

‘‘forests’’[7] is an effective means of orienting large numbers of

CNTs having a monodisperse diameter distribution defined by

the catalyst nanoparticles, however, the packing density of

high-quality VA-CNTs is typically 1%–2% and no more than

10%,[8–10] which is insufficient for bulk applications. Notable

previous electricalmeasurements of individual CNTs andCNT

assemblies are summarized in Figure 1 and Table 1. While

theoretical performancehasbeenmatchedbymeasurements of

invididualCNTs, themeasuredelectrical conductivity values of

CNT assemblies to date are typically at least two orders of

magnitude lower than theory predicts for transport through
Table 1. Details of CNT electrical data plotted in Figure 1, cited from pre

Label in Figure 1 CNT type Diameter

a SWCNT 1.3 nm

b MWCNT 100nm

c[a] SWCNT 1 nm

d MWCNT 12nm

e MWCNT 7nm

f MWCNT 70nm

g MWCNT 15nm

h SWCNT 2.8 nm

i MWCNT 10nm

[a] Values of packing and resistivity were scaled linearly to fit within the

fabricated by the method presented in this paper.
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continuous aligned CNTs at the same packing fraction.

Electrical performance is strongly dependent on the structural

characteristics and contact conditions of the CNT assembly.

Manufacturing of densely packed HA-CNT assemblies having

high electrical conductivity would be a major step forward

toward applications of CNTs in thin film and flexible devices.

We create thin ribbons ofHA-CNTs on arbitrary substrates

by mechanical transformation of VA-CNT forests grown on a

silicon substrate followed by printing using a poly(dimethysi-

loxane) (PDMS) carrier substrate. Prior approaches to HA-

CNT fabrication include growth aligned by crystallographic

interactions with the substrate,[11] growth aligned by a gas flow

over the substrate,[12] and by dielectrophoresis of CNTs in

solution.[13] However, HA-CNT growth is limited to very low

density and multilayer approaches such as repeated transfer

printing of sparse arrangements,[14] which require an imprac-

tical number of cycles. Capillary forces have been used to

transform VA-CNTs into HA-CNTs such as by controlled

dipping of VA-CNT microstructures into a liquid such as

isopropanol or acetone.[8,15] In this alternative process, the final

CNT density is a result of two competing forces: the force that

draws CNTs together as the solvent infiltrates the CNT

assembly thenevaporates, and the elastic forces associatedwith

deforming the CNTs. Therefore, the final packing density is

limited by the initial spacing between theCNTs.[16] Further, we

find that capillary forces deform high-aspect-ratio VA-CNT

structures, and therefore cannot addressmillimeter-longCNTs

as discussed herein.

2. Results and Discussion

VA-CNT microstructures are first grown by thermal

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on a silicon wafer, then

the VA-CNTs are transformed into densely packedHA-CNTs

by direct mechanical contact using a small roller (Figure 2a). A

supported catalyst thin film (1/10 nmFe/Al2O3) is deposited by

electron-beam evaporation and this film is lithographically

patterned on a silicon wafer coated with 500-nm thermally-

grown SiO2. The VA-CNT microstructures resembling thin

‘‘blades’’ are grown to 1–2mm height by atmospheric pressure

CVD inC2H4/H2/He, at 775 8C.[17]As reportedbyPint et al.,[18]

strong adhesion between theVA-CNTblades and the substrate

is created by rapid cooling in the reaction atmosphere, so as to
vious studies of individual CNTs and CNT assemblies.

Packing fraction Resistivity [mV � cm] Reference

0.4 0.91 [26]

individual 10�6 [4]

0.01 33 [11]

0.33 2.5 [27]

0.10 0.7 [28]

individual 5� 10�4 [29]

0.45 5 [19]

0.58 8 [15]

0.42 1 [b]

axis limits of Figure 1. [b] Average of measurements taken on bundles

bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim small 2009, 5, No. 21, 2467–2473
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Figure 2. Rolling of VA-CNT blades into densely packed HA-CNTs:

a) kinematics of the rolling process; b) schematic of the force-controlled

rollingmachine; andc)optical imageshowingVA-CNTbladesmounted in

the machine before rolling.

Figure 3. SEM images of a) as-grown VA-CNTs having 20 and 100mm

width and b) HA-CNTs fabricated by rolling followed by capillary

densification. Higher-magnification images show CNT alignment in each

configuration.
form a carbide interface between the CNTs and catalyst

particles.Alternatively,whenHeflowisusedduring thecooling

step, VA-CNTs are easily delaminated from the substrate.

Strong adhesion is useful when theCNTs remain on the growth

substrate, whereas weak adhesion is useful when the CNTs are

printed to a secondary substrate as described later.

After growth, the substrate with VA-CNT blades is placed

in a custom-built benchtop apparatus (Figure 2b and c and

Supporting Information, Figure S1), wherein a stainless steel

roller is held between the substrate and a pair of rails. The

substrate and rails aremoved inoppositedirections, causing the

roller to rotate about a fixed virtual pivot. Contact between

the roller and the CNTs first topples theVA-CNT blades to the

horizontal orientation, and then the contact pressure between

the roller and CNTs compacts the CNTs as the roller moves

across the substrate.Theapplied forcedetermines the thickness

of theHA-CNTribbonsafter rolling.The force isadjustedusing

springs in the machine frame.
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Initial contact between a VA-CNT blade and the roller

topples the blade by kinking the structure at its base, causing

little shear in the upper portion of the blade. Minimizing shear

and buckling of the VA-CNTs during the rolling process is

essential for creating HA-CNT films with uniform texture, and

this is achieved using a roller diameter less than the VA-CNT

blade height and designing the VA-CNT blade width to be

substantially less than the height. In the experiments reported

here, we use a 0.6-mm-diameter stainless-steel pin to roll VA-

CNTs with 1–2-mm initial height and 20–100-mm initial width.

Our method contrasts recent approaches that shear a uniform

VA-CNT forest into a thin film using a much larger diameter

roller that is separated from the CNTs by a flexible mesh.[18,19]

In our experiencewith this alternative approach, entanglement

and van der Waals forces among the VA-CNTs induce

significant shear, and therefore the resulting CNT films are

not well aligned through their thickness.

Further, for effective transformation, the HA-CNTs must

not adhere to the roller. Since the resultant force from the van

der Waals attraction between the CNTs and roller is directly

proportional to the contact area, it is desirable to minimize the

local contact area between the CNTs and the roller. From

Hertzian contact mechanics,[20] the width of the contact area

between a cylinder (diameter d, length l, modulusE1, Poisson’s

ratio n1) and a plane (E2, n2), is

b ¼ 2Fd

pl

1� n21
E1

þ 1� n22
E2

� �� �1=2
(1)

where F is the normal rolling force.

Therefore, a small diameter roller made of a material

having high elastic modulus gives relatively weak adhesion to

theCNTs.This simple formula agreeswithour observation that

the CNTs tend to stick to rollers having a substantially larger
H & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.small-journal.com 2469
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Figure 4. Characterization of CNT microstructures by synchrotron X-ray

scattering showing aligned morphology: a) transmission SAXS image of

VA-CNTsbefore rolling; b) grazing incidenceSAXS imageofHA-CNTsafter

rolling; and c) comparison of azimuthal intensity distributions.
Figure 5. Control of HA-CNT geometry by control of rolling force:

densification factor andpacking fraction for a) 20-mmandb) 100-mmVA-

CNT bladewidths. Insets show side views of typical HA-CNT ribbons after

rollingandcapillarydensificationat5.6Nappliedforce.Thicknessvalues

are written next to each data point and are averages for three samples

processed under identical conditions.
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diameter than used in the present study, and/or to rollers made

of a soft material (e.g., PDMS or Nylon). Further, large rollers

cause undesirable shearing and buckling of the VA-CNTs.

(Figure S2)

Our force-controlled rolling process creates HA-CNT

ribbonswith uniform thickness and significantly higher packing

density than the original VA-CNT blades (Figure 3). The

rolling process preserves and possibly increases the CNT

alignment, as quantified by calculating Herman’s orientation

parameter (H)[21] from synchrotron small-angle X-ray

scattering (SAXS) data. Example SAXS images are shown in

Figure 4. For VA-CNT blades characterized by transmission

SAXS,H¼ 0.2; for HA-CNT ribbons characterized by grazing

incidence (GI-) SAXS,H¼ 0.4. Precise comparisonofH values

between the transmission and grazing incidence configurations

is not possible as Herman’s parameter is highly sensitive to

background scattering. However, from the full-width-half-

maximum (FWHM) of the azimuthal intensity distribution, we

can judge that the alignment of theHA-CNTs is at least as good

as the initial VA-CNTs, and logically should increase as the

CNTs are densified during processing. Further, as we expect

that the X-ray beam penetrates fully through the HA-CNT

ribbon thickness, SAXS verifies that the ribbons exhibit strong

alignment through their thickness.
www.small-journal.com � 2009 Wiley-VCH Verlag Gm
The final thickness (t) and packing density of the HA-CNT

ribbons is controlled by the initial width (w) of the VA-CNT

blades prior to transformation, and by the force applied to the

roller. Figure 5 plots the densification ratio (w/t) and packing

fraction of HA-CNT ribbons created from VA-CNT blades

having w¼ 20mm and 100mm. The densification factor

increases linearly with the normal force applied during the

rolling process. This linear plastic behavior is due to the initially

lowdensity ofVA-CNTs; theCNTs are easily compacted in the

direction perpendicular to their alignment. The HA-CNT

density is calculated using the knownVA-CNT density and the

measured densification ratio. The VA-CNT density is calcu-

lated from measurements of the mass (using a microbalance)

and the CNT microstructure volume (using scanning electron

microscopy (SEM)) of a VA-CNT forest grown fully over a

silicon substrate. The CNTs used in this study have an average

outer diameter of 10 nm and an inner diameter of 6 nm, as also

determined by SAXS.[22] The VA-CNT density is 0.02 g cm�3,

corresponding to a packing fraction of 0.016. The density at the
bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim small 2009, 5, No. 21, 2467–2473
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maximum packing fraction of 0.9 is 1.26 g cm�3, and for

comparison the density of graphite is 2.2 g cm�3.

After the rolling process, significant further densification is

achieved by infiltrating the HA-CNTs with an organic solvent

such as acetone and subsequently evaporating the solvent.

Evaporation of the solvent draws the CNTs into a more tightly

packed arrangement. In agreement with previous studies of

elastocapillary aggregation of fibers and hair,[16] the final

packing fraction depends on the initial spacing (packing

fraction) of the HA-CNTs after the rolling process. Therefore,

maximal packing of HA-CNTs is achieved by combining

mechanical and capillary densificationmethods. Themaximum

densification factor achieved in this study is 30, giving a final

packing fraction of approximately 0.6. Raman spectroscopy

(Figure S3) shows that the G/D peak intensity ratio (IG/ID) is

invariant before and after rolling and densification, therefore

suggesting that the CNTs are not damaged during the rolling

and densification steps.
Figure 6. Electrical characterization of HA-CNT ribbons with packing

fraction of�0.6 and transfer printing to flexible substrates: a) linear I–V

curve; b) microfabricated HA-CNT film interconnect; c) views of Au–CNT

contact,as labeled in (b);d) rowofHA-CNT ribbonsonPDMS;e) rowofHA-

CNT ribbons on Kapton film.
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The HA-CNT ribbons can be processed by standard

photolithography and plasma-etching methods, enabling

straightforward device fabrication and electrical characteriza-

tion. To make electrical contact to the ribbons and create

prototype thin-film interconnects, the ribbons were masked by

photolithographyand their endswereexposedandetched inO2

plasma. Then,Auwas deposited by electron-beamevaporation

and patterned by lift-off (Figure 6a). Ribbons with thickness

�800 nm and length 900mm have resistivity of 1–2mV � cm
along the direction of CNT alignment. The linear voltage–

current (I–V) relationship (Figure 6b) indicates that Ohmic

contact is made. The conductivity of our HA–CNT ribbons is

among thehighest-knownvaluesmeasured for aCNTassembly

to date (Figure 1). The measured resistivity is comparable to

that of high-quality polysilicon (10–20Ohm sq�1), which is

widely used in implantable electrode arrays for cell stimulation

and recording.[30–32]

Finally, the HA-CNT ribbons can be robustly transfer-

printed to other substrates, including flexible films of PDMS

and polyimide (Kapton) as shown in Figure 6d and e.A smooth

PDMScarrier substrate,made by curing and then delaminating

the PDMS from a template silicon substrate, is laminated onto

the original HA-CNT substrate after rolling and capillary

densification. Taking advantage of kinematically controlled

adhesion of PDMS to SiO2,
[23] the CNTs stick to the PDMS

when the carrier substrate is peeled quickly from the growth

substrate. By laminating the PDMS carrying the HA-CNTs

onto a polyimide film and then peeling it off slowly the HA-

CNT bundles are uniformly transferred to polyimide as shown

in Figure 6d and e. In contrast to previous PDMS transfer of

crystallographically aligned HA-CNTs, the high packing

density and uniform texture of ourHA-CNT ribbons facilitates

their direct printing without need to infiltrate the CNTs with a

polymer as a carrier medium.[14] Raman spectroscopy mea-

surements again shownoconsiderablechange in the IG/IDratio,

suggesting the printing process does not damage the CNTs.

To place our results in the context of previous work, it is

important to review the longstanding shortfall between

predicted and measured electrical properties of CNTs, and

how these properties relate to the packing fraction and

configuration of CNT assemblies. Such shortfalls are due to

structural defects inherent in as-grown CNTs and non-uniform

and non-ideal metal contacts that do not address all walls of

everyCNT. Further, in isotropic networks such as tangledCNT

films, CNT–CNT junction resistances can far exceed the bulk

resistance of CNTs over short distances. In this regard,

continuous aligned CNTs are an ideal network morphology

that does not suffer from such CNT–CNT resistances.

Referring to Figure 1, points (g)[16] and (h),[20] which are for

previous approaches to fabricating horizontally aligned CNTs

show conductivities of 5 and 8mV-cm for packing fractions of

0.45 and 0.58, respectively.

These values are at least a factor of 5 below our results and

do not facilitate tuning of the film thickness (and packing

density), nor do they demonstrate transfer to flexible

substrates. The conductivity of our HA-MWCNT ribbons is

also comparable to SWCNT films (point (a)[28]) prepared from

a dispersion and then magnetically aligned using a high power

source (26Tesla).Also, theSWCNTsused in theprevious study
H & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.small-journal.com 2471
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were made by pulsed laser ablation, which gives a CNT

structural quality typically exceeding that of CVD-grown

CNTs; however, the product of laser ablation is a CNT powder

requiring purification to remove amorphous carbon prior to

deposition and alignment. Point (e)[29] shows the highest

conductivity reported for CNT assemblies to date, which is for

micrometer-tall VA- MWCNTs (�10% packing fraction),

where the CNTs were grown directly on a metallic contact,

and the top electrode was deposited after chemical mechanical

polishing of the vertical CNTs. Thus, for best transport

through CNTs, contact must be made to all the CNTs in the

film aswell as the inner shells ofMWCNTs. Incidentally, others

have reported that metal–CNT contact resistance can be

reduced by thermal annealing; however, despite the non-ideal

contact morphology (Figure 6c) observed for our HA-CNT

devices, annealing at 200, 400, and 700 8C did not decrease the

resistance.

3. Conclusions

We create ribbons of densely packed HA-CNTs on

arbitrary substrates by combining VA-CNT growth by thermal

CVD, a novel mechanical rolling process to transform the VA-

CNTs to a horizontal orientation, and adhesion-controlled

transfer printing without needing a carrier film. Control of the

rolling force enables tuning of the HA-CNT ribbon thickness

and packing fraction, and the ribbons can be processed by

conventional lithography and etching steps to produce flexible

in-plane interconnects. In spite of non-ideal contact morphol-

ogy and structural defects in the CNTs, themeasured electrical

conductivity of our HA-CNT ribbons exceeds those of most

CNT assemblies reported previously, including aligned single-

walled CNTs (SWCNTS). Future work to improve the CNT

areal density, straightness, and structural quality established by

the growth process and thermal annealing[24] (e.g., at above

2000 8C) toheal structural defects in theCNTsmay significantly

increase the HA-CNT ribbon electrical conductivity. Our

rolling and printing process could be scaled to full wafer areas

andmorecomplexarchitectures suchas continuousCNTsheets

andmultidirectionalpatterns couldbeachievedbydesignof the

catalyst blade pattern and/or multiple rolling and printing

sequences.
4. Experimental Section

VA-CNT growth: A supported catalyst layer of 1-nm Fe upon

10-nm Al2O3 was deposited on (100) silicon wafers coated with

500-nm thermally grown SiO2 by sequential electron-beam

evaporation of high-purity pellets of Fe and Al2O3. The catalyst

was patterned by lift-off of photoresist (SPR 220) patterned by

optical lithography. For lift-off, samples were sonicated for 15min

in acetone. CNT growth was performed in a single-zone atmo-

spheric pressure tube furnace (Thermo-Fisher MiniMite) using a

quartz tube with 22-mm inner diameter. The sample was loaded

approximately 4 cm downstream of the control thermocouple with

the long dimension of the catalyst blade patterns parallel to the
www.small-journal.com � 2009 Wiley-VCH Verlag Gm
gas flow. He (99.999%), H2 (99.999%), and C2H4 (99.5%) gases

were purchased from PurityPlus via Metro Welding (Detroit, MI).

After flushing with 1000 sccm He at room temperature for 10min,

a flow of 100/400 sccm He/H2 was maintained for 5min to

establish the catalyst annealing atmosphere before heating. The

furnace was heated to the growth temperature of 775 8C during

10min and stabilized for 10min under the He/H2 flow, and then

100 sccm C2H4 was added for the growth duration of 20min. After

this, the furnace was cooled rapidly by opening the clamshell

enclosure while maintaining the C2H4/H2/He flow. After reaching

100 8C, the flow was switched to He and the sample was removed

from the tube after the furnace reached 70 8C.
Microfabrication of HA-CNT ribbon interconnects: After rolling,

the HA-CNTs were exposed to a brief reactive ion etch (RIE) to open

their ends (80W, 10 Pa, 10 sccm O2, 30 s). Next the sample was

coated with �3mm of SPR220 photoresist by spining at 3000 rpm

for 30 s and prebaking at 115 8C for 90 s. The sample was exposed

to UV light for 6 s on a Karl Suss MA-6 Mask Aligner in order to

lithographically define the shape and position of the Au

electrodes. The sample was then post-baked at 115 8C for 90 s,

then immersed in MIF 300 developer for 1min. Finally 50 Å Ti and

10 000Å Au were electron-beam evaporated on the sample. Lift-off

was performed by immersing the sample overnight in acetone and

agitating after without sonication, then washing in DI water.

Characterizaton: Raman spectroscopy was performed at

l¼533 nm (Dimension P2, Lambda Solutions) through 50�
magnification. SEM imaging was performed using a Philips

XL30-FEG operating at 10 kV. X-ray studies were performed at

the G1 beamline station at the Cornell High-Energy Synchrotron

Source (CHESS). The wavelength of the X-rays was 0.1239 nm and

the sample-to-detector distance was calibrated with silver

behenate (first order scattering vector q of 1.076 nm�1 with

q¼4p sin(u/l), where 2u is the scattering angle and l is the

wavelength). Slit collimation was used to achieve a resulting

beam spot that was approximately 0.2mm in height and 0.4mm

in width (the y- and x-axes, respectively). A pixel array detector

(PAD) system, built by H. Philipp, M. Tate, M. Hromalik, S. Gruner,

and colleagues of Cornell University was used for data collection.

In the GI-SAXS configuration, the sample was tilted at 0.158 from
the horizontal plane.
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